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Traditionally, biochemical traveling waves are thought to propagate due to a coupling of bistable reactions
with diffusion. Recent work proposes mechanisms by which cells achieve fast signaling without necessarily
resorting to pure bistability or diffusion-mediated coupling.
As our understanding of the sheer

complexity of biological systems pro-

gresses, a substantial question arises:

how do cells, tissues, and populations co-

ordinate these complex processes in time

and space over biologically relevant dis-

tances? Mechanisms such as diffusion

or active transport, though effective in

some cases, pose significant limitations:

diffusion is slow and dissipative, whereas

active transport requires specific infra-

structure not universally available to all

systems (Deneke and Di Talia, 2018).

Instead, over the past few decades, the

community devoted much work to study-

ing traveling waves as a plausible mecha-

nism for quick, long-distance signaling. In

physics and chemistry, the Belousov-

Zhabotinsky oscillator has been known

to display propagating waves in multiple

dimensions (Winfree, 1972). From these

observations, the mathematical theory of

traveling waves in chemical reactions

quickly developed (Tyson and Keener,

1988). Classically, traveling waves

develop when bistable reaction dynamics

are coupled in space, primarily by diffu-

sion. In this way, molecules at a high sta-

ble steady state diffuse into regions at a

low, metastable state and promote acti-

vation to the high state, thus propagating

the wave (Figure 1A). This mechanism is

shared by conventional biochemical

waves—deemed ‘‘trigger waves’’—and

observed in myriad systems, e.g., most

notably the mitotic trigger waves, waves

of Cdk1 activation that arise from a com-

bination of local diffusion and amplifica-

tion of active Cdk1 in Xenopus laevis

(Chang and Ferrell, 2013). Due to their

relatively fast speed and robustness,

they serve the corresponding biological

functions well across long distances

(spanning the Xenopus embryo, about

1.2 mm in diameter). However, it appears
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some biological systems demand even

faster propagation to achieve correctly

coordinated behavior. In this vein, two

recent publications from Vergassola

et al. (2018) and Wu et al. (2018) in

PNAS and Nature Communications,

respectively, highlight two new biological

mechanisms that diverge from the clas-

sical model for faster wave speeds.

First, in recent work published in

PNAS, Vergassola et al. (2018) address

discrepancies between the behavior of

mitotic waves in early Drosophila

embryogenesis and the predictions from

traditional bistable reaction-diffusion

models. Drosophila embryos display

waves of mitotic completion that traverse

the entirety of the embryo in mere mi-

nutes at early stages, speeds much

faster than what could be achieved by

traditional bistable models (Deneke

et al., 2016). Further, the authors note a

qualitatively distinct chemical profile

that forgoes the classic picture of a stable

regime invading into and promoting a

metastable regime (Figure 1A). Instead,

spatial gradients in Cdk1 activity are

largely preserved (Figure 1B), while the

overall levels are swept upward, produc-

ing what the authors deem ‘‘sweep

waves.’’ Vergassola et al. (2018) break

Cdk1 activation over the cell cycle into

three phases: (1) at low overall activity

levels of Cdk1, spatial gradients develop

via diffusion and reaction kinetics; (2)

constant-force mechanics sweep the ac-

tivity quasi-uniformly up, preserving the

gradients; (3) non-linear forcing dy-

namics take over and push the system

to the high-activity stable state in a

manner that conserves spatial linearly

varying time delays (Figure 1B). To

explain this distinct behavior, the authors

propose a time-dependent modification

to the reaction term in the mitotic circuit.
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In short, the relevant biochemical reac-

tion terms remain untouched, but an

additional term that depends explicitly

on time is added to the chemical force.

The effect of the time dependency is to

drive an initially bistable forcing term

through a transition to a monostable

state across the duration of one cycle.

As the authors note, this mechanism pro-

duces waves that propagate at signifi-

cantly elevated speeds compared to the

bistable (time-independent) case. More-

over, they find distinct scaling depen-

dencies on the diffusion constant and re-

action strength, which diverge from the

classical mode where the speed scales

as D1/2. Although this involves dynamics

that exhibit spatial de-coupling and thus

may be akin to kinematic or ‘‘phase’’

waves, earlier ligation experiments (De-

neke et al., 2016) and simulation results

by Vergassola et al. (2018) indicate that

these traveling waves are ‘‘real’’ and not

simply indicative of underlying phase

gradients. Thus, Vergassola et al. (2018)

show that sweep waves represent a

distinct phenomenon in which the em-

bryo trades bistability—a once-thought

necessary component—for wave speed

in order to best facilitate rapid develop-

ment of Drosophila embryos outside the

mother.

In complementary work, Wu et al.

(2018) put forth a mechanism for waves

of cortical proteins (e.g., F-BAR) propa-

gating at speeds 10- to 100-fold faster

than could, in principle, be achieved

by classical reaction-diffusion waves

(e.g., typical cortical actin waves). The

high speed is achieved independently

of lateral molecular diffusion, rather, it

is potentiated by mechanochemical

feedback between membrane shape

and protein curvature sensing. The

recruitment of curvature-sensing cortical
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Figure 1. Multiple Mechanisms Allow for Rapid Propagation of Biochemical Waves
(A) The classical picture of traveling waves involves particles at a high stable state invading a region at a low, metastable state via diffusion, subsequently
promoting the region to the high state.
(B) In lieu of this bistability, Vergassola et al. (2018) propose a mechanism involving a time-dependent force that progresses from bistability to monostability. The
force ‘‘sweeps’’ Cdk1 activity upward while largely preserving spatial gradients in three phases (i-iii, see text for more details). In (A) (bottom) and (B), color from
red to blue indicates time progression.
(C) Left: bistable chemical wave propagation in which active regions recruit other particles and diffusion thereof drives the wave. Middle: Wu et al. (2018) identify a
mechanism in which physical membrane curvature inhibits lateral diffusion of molecules; instead, propagation of this curvature drives the wave. Right: protein flux
over distance for the bistable chemical signal (blue) and the mechanochemical signal (red).
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proteins (F-BAR) to the membrane de-

forms the membrane, which, in turn,

promotes further F-BAR recruitment to

the cortex. This spatial positive feed-

back couples with delayed negative

feedback mediated by actin polymeriza-

tion to produce oscillation dynamics and

rhythmic propagation. Wu et al. (2018)

find that mechanical undulating waves

of membrane deformation accompany

chemical waves of cortical protein levels

that propagate at ultrafast speeds. At

this point, little distinguishes these re-

sults from other mechanochemical phe-

nomena. However, the authors note

these waves are replicable in a model

that completely ignores lateral diffusion

of the proteins in question. As the au-

thors admit, this ought to characterize

the chemical wave as a kinematic. In

this case, as the only cortical wave pre-

sent in the system, some other signal

must exist to drive the propagation. As

demonstrated in Figure 1C, curvature

sensing acts opposite to the classical
autocatalytic promoting region at the

front of a wave. Instead, Wu et al.

(2018) show that proteins are recruited

to negative curvature regions on the

membrane, away from the direction of

travel. As a rule, the positive curvature

region—defining the mechanical wave-

front—acts as a chemically inhibitory

zone. Thus, lateral diffusion is replaced

with a mechanical signal that drags the

chemical species along the direction of

travel, producing a wave-like behavior.

Therefore, the membrane deformation

truly propagates as a physical wave,

but as the deformation itself is affected

by protein recruitment to the membrane,

this chemical feedback regulates the

mechanical waves. Indeed, as Wu

et al. (2018) show, although the waves

are sub-diffusive—wave speed �Da

where 0 % a<1/2—their speed is not

wholly independent of protein lateral

diffusion, demonstrating that the chemi-

cal activity is linked to the wave itself. In

total, although the protein dynamics do
Dev
not propagate in classical terms, the

combination of chemical and mechani-

cal signals produces a coupled wave-

front that exhibits properties of both

pseudo and real waves.

The studies from Vergassola et al.

(2018) and Wu et al. (2018) both serve to

drastically expand our concept of

biochemical wave propagation away

from the traditional reaction-diffusion

model. To reach ultrafast speeds, Vergas-

sola et al. (2018) identify a new type of

traveling wave that exhibits quantitative

and qualitative properties distinct from bi-

stable trigger waves, whereas Wu et al.

(2018) elucidate a composite wave that

displays properties of both kinematic

and trigger waves. These advances force

us to reexamine past results, especially

those closely related to the former on

mitotic waves. For example, previously

characterized as trigger waves, mitotic

waves in Xenopus laevis extracts (Chang

and Ferrell, 2013) possibly exhibit similar

growing of cyclin levels as cycles
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progress, as Vergassola et al. (2018)

observed in Drosophila embryos, hinting

at possible time-dependent effects in the

frog embryo, as well. Moreover, past

work hypothesizing mechanical coupling

to mitotic waves in Drosophila (Idema

et al., 2013) takes on new significance in

light of both advancements. That said,

recent work uncovering apoptotic waves,

also in Xenopus (Cheng and Ferrell, 2018),

did not see any of the signals highlighted

in Vergassola et al. (2018) and Wu et al.

(2018), suggesting that pure trigger waves

themselves may yet play a role. The clear

diversity of the types and mechanisms of

traveling waves in biological systems af-

fords the community a rich area of future

inquiry. However, even at this stage, it is
534 Developmental Cell 47, December 3, 201
clear that biological complexity extends

into the machinery that is meant to facili-

tate the complexity itself: complex tools

for a complex job.
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